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Intro english

Preface: Why "Inner Pulse Trainer"?
When you take an instrument in hand and begin to play: Can you feel the music? Can you feel

In other words: Can you feel the pulse in you?
The pulse is to music, what the canvas is for the painter. The reference point for everything
that happens in music is the (Fourth) pulse. It is the pulse and the network inbetween, where
To understand rhythm,
one must begin with the pulse. Without it there is no division into bars, no meter. Without
pulse there is also no division between the Subdivisions. Without Subdivisions there are no
Without pulse there is also theThe aim of this book: to unfold the pulse in you and anchor it!

-

"Inner Pulse" or "Inner Clock" means exactly that. If you can feel the pulse within you, then you
can also feel changes in tempo. Thereby one can organise the spaces in between. (Micro Timing:
Subdivisions, phrasing ). Only then will you begin to capture the "feel" of the music

you wont needlessly worry anymore about whether your pace remains stable. You just know
exactly how it must feel!
play. Your hands and feet can not help but to play it right - provided you can technically implement what is meant. When the pulse is solid within you, you can begin to vary: You can play e.g
the "Swing Note" (3rd Triol Beat) slightly sharper. You can play the rhythms relaxed, impulsive or

feel. Only when you have a secure reference point within you, can you then vary accordingly.

The "5 Golden Rules For Timing":

2.

Know and note the Subdivisions!

4.
5.

Leave gaps in the Click!
Count aloud while playing!

method. You will learn exactly how it works in the following pages.
I wish you the Best of Luck and a good Time(ing) using your IPT !

Frank Mellies
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About the IPT-App:
This book is especially formated on the IPT-App for iOS devices. (Available in the App Store).

What should I do, when I do not have an IOS device??

trainer.com"!
at: www.Inner-Pulse-Trainer.com . You will be informed as soon as the IPT App is available for
your device.

IPT functions at a glance
Selectable one, two or four bar Click

areas (Subdivision-, Micro-, Space- and
Standard-Clicks). Once there, you can

The volume is adjustable.

Using this switch, Quarters can be

Switchable and volume adjustable
"Guides", to mark each, every

Switchable single or two measure
count in.
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Click-Patterns of the IPT-App

–

Subdivision Clicks

–

Clicks Displaced

–

Clicks with Gaps

–

Standard Clicks

Subdivision Clicks
To understand Time, you need not only a secure feeling for the Pulse, but also for the space

th

and a triplet.

Clicks Displaced
Based on the concept of Micro Time. Here are some Clicks that are placed on the individual
points of the Subdivision. You will learn to "feel" each of the placements.

5

Clicks with Gaps

By this manner, you will learn to place the beats equally within a measure. You will get into the
feeling and and acquire a steady tempo.
That is, for example, very important when changing forms or using dynamic changes. Tricky

Guide Function
"Lost in Clicks?" – Just keep cool! The IPT helps with training, but also shows you to always stay
The "Quarters“ are volume adjustable as well, while marking the quarter pulse. They can be

nd

Basic Metronome Function

The volume levels, as usual, can be freely adjusted.
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Using IPT Features

feel
where it actually lays! Here
the features of IPT app are ideal. With their help, you can adjust the requirement level of your

:

The Quarters are volume adjustable and clearly state where the pulse actually is.

nd

16th

The Guides

nd

th
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The Inner Pulse Training Program
Timing exercises for all instruments
you have successfully completed this programme, you will have achieved a professional level in
this regard.
Of course, one can persue this further by working on polymetric, polyrhythmic, and rhythmic

Working with this book in three sections

Section 1:

Develope an understanding and feeling for pulse and subdivisions

Section 2:

Develope an understanding and feeling for placements on the grid points
of subdivisions = Micro Time

Section 3:
= Keeping Pace

Phase "Pur“

and your hands.
You can clap your hands together, on your thigh or table top. Or best yet, beat on your chest!

Phase "Instrument“
If your internal Pulse has become established, you can switch to your instrument. Only you – or
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Rhythm Instruments, Percussion, Drumkit
Stay at a pace and technical understanding, in a range that you can cope well with. Keep it
dynamic at the begining on one level.

th

as an accent on

Sound Instruments
The beats that have been played thus far with your hands, are now taken over by your instrument. Stay with a pace and technical ability in an area you can cope with. Then play simply,
in rhythm, a single note or chord. Stay dynamically spread across one level. With increased

Legato
the previous one. The longer the tone, the more important the sound of the tone itself.

This is only possible up to a certain pace.
Stakkato
of this impact may vary.

sounds staccato and loud, all others Legato and quiet – etc., etc. ...
-

Here, your personal musical expression is awaited and you will cross over the border bet9

Check Lists and the Reading Text to fold out
As you can see, here there are numerous elements that can be combined together:

Listening:
Playing:
Vocalising:
Apart from this, there is also the Pure Phase and the Instrument Phase, and it makes sense to
monitor the pace reached in each case.

the large number of exercises is using the Check List

A word about the Check List:

Using the Voice

ries the pulse from outside (your hands and feet, that use the instrument; your ears that hear the
metronome hear ), to within your body where you feel it physically. This is how your feeling for the
the pulse.

However, when dealing with your instrument, it is important that you can hear yourself, and that
you listen to yourself, too.
trument" phase you should therefore see things a bit looser and let your own voice stay occasio-

But in the "Pure" phase use your voice consistently.
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Using The Voice with Wind Instruments
cises then remains with the instrument – withholding the phrasing. This "disadvantage" is compensated by the fact that wind insruments are almost constantly vocalised.
cises and the Check List. Or you ignore what you would usually vocalise and use your foot ins-

Tempo Variations
In the Check List there is also a space to note down the reached tempo (in bpm – beats per
minute). That does NOT mean, your aim is to reach the fastest possible tempo. Quite the oppoFor this reason, I have especially noted slower tempi in the Check List. Feel free to increase
remain in a level that you can technically handle.

Practicing vs. Playing

in music, but not in the sense of being mutually exclusive, or that one is more important than
the other. On the contrary, they need and depend on each other.
You probably already know that you can not express what you want if you do not possess the
like, then your playing becomes purely study. Perhaps technically brilliant, but meaningless.
Whenever I

my technique (and the IPT-book deals about that very thing!), I try to be as
play, for example on sta-

OK, that's quite enough of the clever words – now let's get to work...
Stay tuned, stay in time with your Inner Pulse Trainer!
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